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A TRANSFORMATIVE YEAR

WE BELIEVE HCP IS IN THE STRONGEST
POSITION WE HAVE BEEN IN FOR YEARS
AND ARE EXCITED FOR THE NEXT PHASE
OF OUR GROWTH

COVER IMAGE

THE COVE AT OYSTER POINT
LIFE SCIENCE PROPERTY
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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DEAR FELLOW STOCKHOLDERS:
The past year was a transitional one for HCP. In 2016
we executed a decisive plan to reposition our
business to generate more predictable and sustained value for stockholders. Thus far, these actions
have been positively received in the marketplace,
contributing to stronger performance metrics and a
lower cost of capital.

The repositioning of our business included: 1) completion of the
spin-off transaction in October of our post-acute/skilled nursing
portfolio, 2) reduction in our Brookdale Senior Living (Brookdale)
tenant concentration, 3) a reset of our balance sheet to better
match our portfolio and business strategy, and 4) improved disclosure and transparency.
As a result of our decisive actions in 2016, we now have a portfolio
predominately focused in Senior Housing, Medical Office and
Life Science, along with decreased single-tenant concentration,
an improved balance sheet, and reduced exposure to rents reliant
on government reimbursement.
Below we recap our repositioning transactions, review our corporate strategy and portfolio, and outline what you can expect from
HCP in 2017 and beyond.

2016 WAS A TRANSITIONAL YEAR FOR HCP AS WE SUCCESSFULLY EXECUTED OUR STRATEGIC PLAN

EXECUTED
THE SPIN OFF OF
THE HCR MANORCARE
PORTFOLIO

Completed on
October 31, 2016

(1)

REDUCED

IMPROVED

ENHANCED

BROOKDALE
CONCENTRATION

BALANCE SHEET
METRICS POST-SPIN

TRANSPARENCY
AND CLARITY

Reduced from
35% immediately
post-spin to 27%
via announced
transactions1

Executed financing
plan with improved
credit metrics

Enhanced supplemental
financial disclosures
in the third quarter
of 2016

PRIORITIZE

 oncentration is based on cash NOI plus interest income. Reflects the previously announced RIDEA II transaction, sale of 64 Brookdale triple-net assets, sale or
C
transfer of 25 additional Brookdale triple-net assets and transfer of 4 Brookdale communities to another operator.
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REPOSITIONING HIGHLIGHTS
Spin-off of HCR ManorCare Portfolio: After several years of
declining operating results, our executive management team and
Board of Directors decided in May 2016 to spin off our HCR
ManorCare, Inc. (HCR ManorCare) portfolio of post-acute/skilled
nursing properties, as well as other select assets. The postacute/skilled nursing industry has faced an increasing number of
challenges in recent years. Among those challenges has been a
series of substantial changes that reduced government reimbursement and length of patient stay, both of which negatively
impacted HCR ManorCare’s earnings. Although this segment of
healthcare delivery is an important part of the continuum of care,
it was our belief that challenges inherent in the HCR ManorCare
portfolio would be best addressed by our spin-off company,
Quality Care Properties, Inc. (QCP) (NYSE: QCP). In connection with
the spin-off transaction, we transferred 338 properties to QCP,
representing approximately 25% of our cash Net Operating
Income (NOI) and interest income. QCP, an independent public
company with its own management and Board of Directors, is
dedicated to managing this large-scale, geographically diverse
portfolio through the ongoing industry headwinds with the goal
to maximize value over time.
Brookdale Concentration and Quality Improvement: Brookdale
is the nation’s largest operator of senior living communities and
our largest tenant and operating partner of our Senior Housing
Triple-Net and Senior Housing Operating Portfolio (SHOP) assets.
As a result of the spin-off transaction, our Brookdale tenant concentration increased to approximately 35% of our cash NOI. We
viewed the absolute-level of tenant concentration as too high for
a prudently-run healthcare REIT. Accordingly, we structured two
transactions that will reduce this concentration to approximately
27%. These transactions will also improve the aggregate lease
coverage of our remaining Brookdale triple-net leased assets to a

(1)

healthy 1.21 times on a pro forma basis. Over time, we expect to
continue to diversify our tenant base and lower our Brookdale
concentration to 20% or less of our total portfolio.
Balance Sheet Improvement: An important aspect of our
spin-off transaction was the ability of QCP to finance $1.75 billion
of capital, the majority of which was repatriated to HCP at closing.
We used this capital, along with proceeds from additional asset
sales, to repay unsecured and mortgage debt, and plan to use the
proceeds from the Brookdale transactions to repay the outstanding balance on our line of credit and substantially all other debt
maturities through the end of 2018. These actions improve our
balance sheet with ratings now in the solid BBB/Baa2 territory,
with a clear path ahead to return to BBB+/Baa1, which we intend
to achieve over time.
Repositioning Highlights

Pre

Post

NOI from Skilled Nursing/Post Acute

25%

0%

Revenues from Private-Pay Sources

78%

94%

Brookdale Concentration

35%

27% (1)

Triple-net Leased Senior Housing
Coverage Ratios

1.05x

1.13x (1)

Commitment to Transparency: We embrace our stockholders’
view that transparency is vital and ultimately drives a lower cost
of capital. We intend to lead the sector in clear and fulsome
disclosure of key operating and financial measures. In late 2016,
we began disclosing a number of important metrics, including:
additional details on development and redevelopment projects
and land bank, expanded capital expenditure reporting, information on new supply growth surrounding our Senior Housing
assets, and an enhanced guidance page, among others.

 oncentration is based on cash NOI plus interest income. Concentration and coverage ratios reflect the previously announced RIDEA II transaction, sale of
C
64 Brookdale triple-net assets, sale or transfer of 25 additional Brookdale triple-net assets and transfer of 4 Brookdale communities to another operator.
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WE EMBRACE OUR STOCKHOLDERS’ VIEW THAT TRANSPARENCY
IS VITAL AND ULTIMATELY DRIVES A LOWER COST OF CAPITAL. WE
INTEND TO LEAD THE SECTOR IN CLEAR AND FULSOME DISCLOSURE
OF KEY OPERATING AND FINANCIAL MEASURES.

OUR FOCUS GOING FORWARD
Choosing the path of repositioning HCP required a great deal of
planning, effort and a thorough commitment to a new strategic
vision. While the costs associated with professional fees, debt
prepayment charges and dilution from disposing of non-core
assets were high, we firmly believe the benefits to HCP far outweigh these one-time expenses. In addition, this difficult process
helped shape our investment philosophy and influenced our strategy for 2017 and beyond.
The following outlines our basic strategy. We are firmly committed to delivering strong risk-adjusted shareholder returns through
a prudent, balanced focus on:

WHAT DIFFERENTIATES HCP
High quality portfolio reinforcing stability and organic growth,
with 94% private-pay revenue sources and reduced tenant concentration

Strong and improving investment grade balance sheet with ample liquidity
and no significant debt maturities through the end of 2018 following
the closing of announced Brookdale transactions

Diversified senior housing portfolio with strong triple-net lease
coverage and well-positioned operating (SHOP) assets

1) Portfolio Quality and Growth
• Maintaining a clearly articulated investment thesis across
each segment
• Ongoing capital recycling, development and redevelopment to
continuously refresh our portfolio
• P roperly managing concentrations by tenant and asset type
across our portfolio
• E xercising disciplined capital allocation wherein new investments are executed only when the funding of such growth
results in an accretive outcome for our stockholders

Premier life science portfolios in San Francisco and San Diego

Stable on-campus medical office portfolio with consistent
performance

Global leader in sustainability

2) Strong Balance Sheet
• Improved credit metrics which merit strong corporate ratings
• Competitive cost of capital to fund new investments
3) Sustainable Cash Flow
• Organic private-pay rental growth complemented by accretive
acquisitions and development
• Stringent and comprehensive investment underwriting and
diligence processes
• A commitment to assets, markets and deal structures that
support consistent dividend growth

Enhanced portfolio and metrics positioned for growth
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PORTFOLIO SUMMARY
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Percentages by segment are based on guidance for Cash NOI and interest income provided on 2/13/17. “Other” includes hospitals, U.K. real estate, and all debt investments.
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24%

SENIOR HOUSING
(TRIPLE-NET)

IMPROVED LEASE COVERAGE
WITH ANNOUNCED BROOKDALE
TRANSACTIONS
73% LOCATED IN TOP 50 MSAs
LIMITED EXPIRATIONS–
WEIGHTED AVERAGE
REMAINING TERM OF
9 YEARS

OAKMONT ROSEVILLE, SENIOR HOUSING (TRIPLE-NET) PROPERTY, ROSEVILLE, CA

20%

SENIOR HOUSING (SHOP)

65% OF SHOP CASH NOI FROM
INDEPENDENT LIVING AND CCRC
ASSETS
80% OF SHOP CASH NOI LOCATED
IN TOP 50 MSAs
5-MILE RADIUS MEDIAN INCOME
AND 75+ NET WORTH ABOVE
THE NATIONAL AVERAGE (1)

BROOKDALE DOGWOOD CREEK, SENIOR HOUSING (SHOP) PROPERTY, GERMANTOWN, TN
(1)

Demographic data provided by ESRI for 2016.
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22%

MEDICAL OFFICE
BUILDING PROPERTIES

80% AVERAGE RETENTION
RATE LAST FIVE YEARS
82% ON-CAMPUS
95% AFFILIATED WITH HOSPITALS
AND HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS
90%+ CONSISTENTLY OCCUPIED

AURORA MOB, MEDICAL OFFICE PROPERTY, AURORA, CO

21%

LIFE SCIENCE

87% OF REVENUES FROM PUBLIC
OR WELL-ESTABLISHED PRIVATE
COMPANIES
20+ YEARS AS PREMIER
LIFE SCIENCE OWNER AND
DEVELOPER WITH 2.1M SQ. FT.
OF ENTITLED LAND
97% AVERAGE OCCUPANCY
OVER PAST TWO YEARS

THE COVE AT OYSTER POINT, LIFE SCIENCE PROPERTY, SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA
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OUR HIGH-QUALITY PORTFOLIO

OUTLOOK FOR INVESTMENTS

The repositioning in 2016 allowed us the opportunity to be very
deliberate in how we positioned our company for the future. We
believe we now have one of the best portfolios in the sector and
will continue to focus on improving the quality of our cash flows
through operational excellence, proactive capital recycling,
development and redevelopment activity, accretive acquisitions,
and investments in sustainability initiatives.

We believe there will be abundant opportunities for HCP to grow
over the long term. When funding costs are favorable, we expect
to grow actively in all three of our business lines.

Senior Housing: Our Senior Housing portfolio is well-balanced.
Subsequent to the closing of the Brookdale transactions, a little
more than half of our senior housing cash NOI will come from
triple-net leased properties with strong rent coverages averaging
1.13 times. Our SHOP portfolio consists of 65% Independent
Living assets, a subsector currently facing considerably less new
supply headwinds compared to Assisted Living assets.
Medical Office: Our 18 million square foot Medical Office Building
(MOB) portfolio is 82% “on-campus” which is at the high-end of
the peer group and provides a distinct advantage. We also focus
our MOB portfolio in Top 50 markets with #1 or #2 hospital and
healthcare systems.
In addition to well-located assets leased to top operators, we
continue to be recognized for our commitment to sustainability. In
2016, our UC Davis Medical Group Midtown Clinic MOB earned
LEED Silver (Core and Shell) and Gold (Commercial Interiors) certifications. In addition, HCP received the 2016 National Association
of Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT) Healthcare Leader in
the Light Award for our contributions to sustainable real estate
ownership and operations.
Life Science: Our irreplaceable 7 million square foot portfolio is
spread across two of the three key Life Science cluster markets:
San Francisco and San Diego. This segment enjoyed occupancy
levels in excess of 96% at year end and includes the majority of
our $820 million development pipeline.
We have experienced tremendous success at our $620 million
premier Class-A Life Science development project, The Cove at
Oyster Point, in the Life Science hub of South San Francisco. The
477,000 square feet of Phases I and II are 100% leased and we
are engaging in productive conversations with potential tenants
for our recently commenced 336,000 square foot Phase III.

Where and How We Plan to Focus Our Growth:
• Senior Housing: We expect to continue to lower our Brookdale
concentration, while focusing on growing with a handful
of proven operators. Despite recent new supply trends and
outsized payroll cost increases, we expect the strong senior
population demographics will positively affect this business
segment over the coming years.
• Medical Office: We believe strong growth opportunities will
be available in the Medical Office segment, through our existing and future relationships with hospitals and health systems,
and portfolio and entity opportunities that appear periodically.
In addition, our well-located, on-campus MOB portfolio is over
20 years old, on average. This presents an opportunity to reinvest in our assets by increasing our redevelopment pipeline
to $75 million to $100 million per year with attractive cash-oncash returns of 9% to 12%.
• L ife Science: We plan to grow our Life Science business
opportunistically and through development projects in our San
Francisco and San Diego markets. Currently, our Life Science
development pipeline totals $685 million with stabilized
trended yields generally targeted in the 7.0% to 8.0% range.
We also have an extensive shadow pipeline with over 2 million
developable square feet of fully entitled land.
Where You Won’t See Us Grow:
• Skilled Nursing/Post-Acute and Hospitals: While both
are important components of the healthcare delivery system,
unpredictable government reimbursement policies do not fit our
strategy of owning assets with consistent cash flow growth.
• High-Coupon Mezzanine Debt: Originating highly-levered
mezzanine loans is not aligned with our strategy of stable cash
flow growth. However, we will occasionally enter into participating loans when there is a clear path to ownership of
high-quality cash flow.
• U.K. Investments: Based on our assessment of risk-adjusted
after-tax returns for U.K. care home facilities, we are taking a
pause from further investments in the U.K.
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IN CLOSING
2016 was a transformational year for HCP and involved heavy
restructuring efforts. Our company is strategically repositioned
with almost exclusively private-pay properties, our Brookdale
concentration is lower with stronger coverage, our balance sheet
is improved, and we have an energized management team. You
can expect to see more progress in 2017 as we continue to
execute our well-defined strategy.

We would like to thank all of our employees for their hard work
and dedication, and the members of our Board of Directors for
their tireless and bold efforts in positioning HCP for the future.
We believe HCP is in the strongest position we have been in for
years and are excited for the next phase of our growth.
Thank you for your continued support.

MICHAEL D. McKEE

THOMAS M. HERZOG

Executive Chairman

Chief Executive Officer

March 31, 2017
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SUSTAINABILITY HIGHLIGHTS
We believe that sustainability initiatives are a vital part of corporate responsibility, which supports our primary goal of increasing stockholder
value through profitable growth. We continue to advance our commitment to sustainability, with a focus on achieving goals in each of the
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) dimensions of sustainability. Our environmental management programs strive to capture cost efficiencies that ultimately benefit our investors, tenants, operators, employees and other stakeholders, while providing a positive impact on the
communities in which we operate. Our social responsibility team leads our local philanthropic and volunteer activities, and our transparent corporate governance initiatives incorporate sustainability as a critical component to achieving our business objectives and properly managing risks.
Our 2016 sustainability achievements are summarized below. For additional information regarding our ESG sustainability initiatives and
our approach to climate change, please visit our web site at WWW.HCPI.COM/SUSTAINABILITY.

SUSTAINABILIT Y
ACHIE VEMENTS

Named to the North America Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI)
for 4th consecutive year and to the World DJSI for the 2nd year in a row,
for outperforming our peers in sustainability metrics based on an analysis
of financially material economic, environmental and social factors
Received the 2016 National Association of Real Estate Investment
Trusts (NAREIT) Healthcare Leader in the Light Award for contributions
to sustainable real estate ownership and operations with a sustainability
program that produces significant, measurable results
Ranked 2nd in the Healthcare Sector by the Global Real Estate
Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB) and achieved Green Star
designation for the 5th year in a row, for leadership in approach to
ESG disclosure, and achieving a score of “A–”
Named to the Leadership category by CDP (formerly Carbon Disclosure
Project) for demonstrating leadership in best practices environmental
management, and achieving a score of “A–”
Named to the FTSE4Good Index series for the 5th consecutive year
for meeting globally recognized corporate responsibility standards and
demonstrating strong ESG practices

FINANCIAL REVIEW

Non-GAAP Reconciliations
In thousands (Unaudited)

Projected Cash NOI and Interest Income(1)
For the projected full year 2017 (mid-point):

Cash (adjusted) NOI
Interest income
Cash (adjusted) NOI plus interest income
Interest income
Non-cash adjustments to cash (adjusted)
NOI(2)
NOI
Other income and expenses(3)
Costs and expenses(4)
Net income

Senior Housing
Triple-net
$
322,600

Medical
Office
289,550

SHOP
259,650

Life Science
$
275,950

322,600

259,650

275,950

289,550

—

Other
114,000
50,800
164,800
(50,800)

(1,500)
321,100

(19,600)
240,050

(600)
275,350

4,800
294,350

4,300
118,300

—

—

$

—
—

—
—

$

—

$

$

$

Total
1,261,750
50,800
1,312,550
(50,800)
(12,600)
1,249,150
340,600
(941,400)
648,350

________________________________________
(1)
The foregoing projections reflect management's view of current and future market conditions, including assumptions with respect to rental rates, occupancy levels, development
items and the earnings impact of the events referenced in this release. These projections do not reflect the impact of unannounced future transactions, except as described herein,
other impairments or recoveries, the future bankruptcy or insolvency of our operators, lessees, borrowers or other obligors, the effect of any future restructuring of our contractual
relationships with such entities, gains or losses on marketable securities, ineffectiveness related to our cash flow hedges, or larger than expected litigation settlements and related
expenses related to existing or future litigation matters. Our actual results may differ materially from the projections set forth above. The aforementioned ranges represent
management’s best estimates based upon the underlying assumptions as of the date of this press release. Except as otherwise required by law, management assumes no, and
hereby disclaims any, obligation to update any of the foregoing projections as a result of new information or new or future developments. See “Results of Operations-Non-GAAP
Financial Measures,” “Results of Operations-Segment Analysis” and “Note 14 to the Consolidated Financial Statements” included in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year
ended December 31, 2016 for definitions of NOI and Cash (adjusted) NOI and an important discussion of their uses and inherent limitations.
(2)
Represents straight-line rents, DFL non-cash interest, amortization of market lease intangibles, non-refundable entrance fees and lease termination fees.
(3)
Represents interest income, gain on sales of real estate, other income, net, income taxes and equity income (loss) from unconsolidated joint ventures, excluding NOI.
(4)
Represents interest expense, depreciation and amortization, general and administrative expenses, acquisition and pursuit costs, and loss on debt extinguishments.

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
“Safe Harbor” Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: The statements contained in this letter that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements
within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These statements include, among
other things: (i) financial projections and assumptions; (ii) contemplated disclosure enhancements; (iii) our corporate strategy for 2017 and beyond; and (iv) statements regarding the
timing, outcomes and other details relating to the pending or contemplated actions, including without limitation those described under the headings “Our Focus Going Forward,” and
“Outlook for Investments.” These statements are made as of the date hereof, are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties,
assumptions and other factors—many of which are out of our and our management's control and difficult to forecast—that could cause actual results to differ materially from those set
forth in or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to risks and uncertainties described from time to time in our Securities and
Exchange Commission filings. You should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. HCP assumes no, and hereby disclaims any, obligation to update any of the
foregoing or any other forward-looking statements as a result of new information or new or future developments, except as otherwise required by law.
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